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Orthodoxy, G. K. Chesterton, Full-Length AudiobookOrthodoxy And The Religion Of
Soviet folk horror film Viy pits two major Russian storytelling cornerstones, religion and folklore, against one another. The post How VIY Pits Religion and Folklore Against Each Other appeared first ...
How VIY Pits Religion and Folklore Against Each Other
How Meir Kahane’s ideas entered (and influenced) the Jewish mainstream By Emily Burack (JTA) — Meir Kahane is the ...
THE LASTING LEGACY OF AN AMERICAN JEWISH RADICAL
The PM keeps kosher, Shabbat and more, and not only for show; but to some, his unholy coalition outweighs any pride in seeing a kippah-clad leader in the halls of power ...
Holy and mundane: Why Israel’s 1st Orthodox premier still rankles many religious
Mormon’ has become a shibboleth, an immediate shorthand for Latter-day Saints to size up one another’s obedience and orthodoxy.
The battle lines around the word ‘Mormon’
If the non-white people I worshiped with and went to school with and had dinner with had the imagination to see C.S. Lewis’s Aslan the lion in “The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe” as Jesus, then I ...
The Danger Of Racialized Jesus
Shaul Magid's new biography of the radical rabbi shows the lasting influence of his ideas about Jewish pride, Zionism and assimilation.
How Meir Kahane’s ideas entered the Jewish mainstream
Lip service to diversity and inclusion are not enough; American universities are demanding a statement of faith and evidence of action.
The Woke Profession of Faith at American Universities
A pastor in Iowa signed a letter endorsing a request for a vaccine exemption in early September. Such requests have been a source of debate across the country as vaccine mandates are implemented. When ...
Readers Write: Vaccination and religious exemption arguments, masking, the emphasis on sports vs. academics, Dollar Tree
A personality who not only galvanized the 19th century Muslim world, but he prevailed fully on the 20th century and continued as a torch-bearer for the 21st century i.e Syed Ahmad Khan. However, ...
Syed Ahmad Khan: The Global thinker and his panacea for Afro-Asian moribund Muslim Societies
Pursuing meaningful religious experience was to risk corporal ... and refuge where many slave preachers professed a theology of orthodoxy and orthopraxy. A hermeneutic of love and truth that ...
Opinion: The Black church can depolarize religious freedom
Orthodoxy (1908) is a book by G. K. Chesterton that has become a classic of Christian apologetics. Chesterton considered this book a companion to his other work, Heretics. In the book's preface ...
G. K. Chesterton : Orthodoxy
The Supreme Court began its 2021 term Oct. 4, and we can be fairly confident that its current majority will continue to defend religious liberty. What happens after they rule in a religion case, ...
Supreme Court 2021: The Aftermath of Landmark Victories Keeps Advocates Awake
The Patriarch said he will continue to pray for the Ugandan Orthodox community calling on the leaders who are serving the church to keep the faith and the spirit left behind by Lwanga and Nankyama ...
Pope Theodoros hails Archbishop Jonah Lwanga
Whether these charges are just, the Greek court will decide; we cannot interfere. However, it is quite obvious that detention under remand of Archimandrite Ephrem, who does not pose any danger, ...
Metropolitan Hilarion: Arrest of Archimandrite Ephrem is a hostile attack against Athonite monks and Orthodoxy
I am sorry that I have failed to create a friendship group that accurately represents the racial and religious make-up of the country. I apologise for my unforgivably Caucasian penchant for the ...
Purity tests damage students and universities
regardless of wealth status or religious affiliation. But instead of facing this and working together, McLaren takes aim at another orthodoxy which drives us to continue polluting the world ...
Happy Consumers In An Economy Of Despair: A Review.
Religion News Service columnist Jana Riess comments on the increased pressure from leaders of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints to get the media to stop using the term "Mormon." ...

Father Stephen De Young, creator of the popular The Whole Counsel of God podcast and blog, traces the lineage of Orthodox Christianity back to the faith and witness of the apostles, which was rooted in a first-century Jewish worldview. The Religion of the Apostles presents the Orthodox Christian Church of today as a continuation of the religious life of the apostles, which in turn was a continuation of the life of the people of God since the beginning of creation.
This volume highlights three intertwined aspects of the global context of Orthodox Christianity: religion, politics, and human rights. The chapters in Part I address the challenges of modern human rights discourse to Orthodox Christianity and examine conditions for active presence of Orthodox churches in the public sphere of plural societies. It suggests theoretical and empirical considerations about the relationship between politics and Orthodoxy by exploring topics such as globalization, participatory democracy, and the linkage of religious and political discourses in Russia, Greece, Belarus, Romania, and Cyprus.
Part II looks at the issues of diaspora and identity in global Orthodoxy, presenting cases from Switzerland, America, Italy, and Germany. In doing so, the book ties in with the growing interest resulting from the novelty of socio-political, economic, and cultural changes which have forced religious groups and organizations to revise and redesign their own institutional structures, practices, and agendas.
From sermons and clerical reports to personal stories of faith, this book of translated primary documents reveals the lived experience of Orthodox Christianity in 19th- and early 20th-century Russia. These documents allow us to hear the voices of educated and uneducated writers, of clergy and laity, nobles and merchants, workers and peasants, men and women, Russians and Ukrainians. Orthodoxy emerges here as a multidimensional and dynamic faith. Beyond enhancing our understanding of Orthodox Christianity as practiced in Imperial Russia, this thoughtfully edited volume offers broad insights into the
relationship between religious narrative and social experience and reveals religion's central place in the formation of world views and narrative traditions.
By examining the ongoing tension between popular and official religion in Europe, this collection of essays contributes significantly to the continuing effort to understand the religious experience of ordinary people. Ranging from the Mediterranean to northern Europe and including both Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox traditions, the ethnographic contexts evoked in these essays enable us to see people actively and creatively shaping their religious domain, sometimes in collaboration with official ritual specialists, often in open rebellion against them. The use of folklore texts and extensive narrative quotations,
combined with an approach highlighting key symbols such as pilgrimages and festas, provides a common theoretical orientation throughout the bookone that considers how religious discourses are formed by social disciplines and relationships of power and subordination. This volume includes "Spirits and the Spirit of Capitalism" by Jane Schneider, "The Priest and His People: The Contractual Basis for Religious Practice in Rural Portugal" by Caroline B. Brettell, "The Struggle for the Church: Popular Anticlericalism and Religiosity in Post-Franco Spain" by Ruth Behar, "Pilgrimage and Popular Religion at a Greek
Holy Shrine" by Jill Dubisch, "Breton Folklore of Anticlericalism" by Ellen Badone, "Stories of Power, Powerful Stories: The Drunken Priest in Donegal" by Lawrence J. Taylor, and "Reflections on the Study of Religious Orthodoxy and Popular Faith in Europe" by Stanley Brandes.

This new edition of the bestselling Orthodoxy & Heterodoxy is fully revised and significantly expanded. Major new features include a full chapter on Pentecostalism and the Charismatic movements, an expanded epilogue, and a new appendix ("How and Why I Became an Orthodox Christian"). More detail and more religions and movements have been included, and the book is now addressed broadly to both Orthodox and non-Orthodox, making it even more sharable than before.
An insider’s account of the Eastern Orthodox Church, from its beginning in the era of Jesus and the Apostles to the modern age In this short, accessible account of the Eastern Orthodox Church, John McGuckin begins by tackling the question “What is the Church?” His answer is a clear, historically and theologically rooted portrait of what the Church is for Orthodox Christianity and how it differs from Western Christians’ expectations. McGuckin explores the lived faith of generations, including sketches of some of the most important theological themes and individual personalities of the ancient and modern Church.
He interweaves a personal approach throughout, offering to readers the experience of what it is like to enter an Orthodox church and witness its liturgy. In this astute and insightful book, he grapples with the reasons why many Western historians and societies have overlooked Orthodox Christianity and provides an important introduction to the Orthodox Church and the Eastern Christian World.
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